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Measure log lengths and record instant 
results with the Digitech® Tape

Digitech® 
Keyboard  

The Digitech® Keyboard 
is suitable for operators 
collecting extensive data 
and many variables. The 
keyboard offers thousands of 
alpha-numeric combinations 
for data registration and 
allows you to connect your 
field data information in a 
smooth and comfortable way.  
The Digitech Keyboard is attached 
to the Digitech terminal comport. 
It can be used with or without the caliper measuring scale. 
The keyboard  is   suitable especially for timber measuring 
operations and when collecting extensive amounts of data in 
field, and for permanent sample plots. The Digitech Keyboard 
uses  the  terminal battery and display  for result feature and 

has a rugged and durable construction. Developed 
from operators specifications and in cooperation 
with professional user groups. Art no 13-600-1044

Digitech Keyboard
Size: 100x50x37mm/4.3x2.0x1.5”

Weight: 55g/2oz

Keyboard: 10key membran switch

Material: Reinforced Polycarbonate glass fiber

Temperature: Min -30° Max  70°C / Min -22 Max160F

Digits: 0 - 9

Alpha numeric: Capital A-Z and Û, Å,Ä,Ö,

Multitap mode: Automatic multitap

Power Supply: Low current 3V/2mW External feed

Auto detect: Digitech Professional Bios V1.35 and later

Digitech Tape
Attach the Digitech Tape to the Digitech Professional and DP II terminal. Excellent 
for log scaling and harvester calibration work, or as diameter tape with the Digitech 
Terminal. Uses caliper terminal battery and display and has rugged construction. 
Measuring wire extends to approximately 7.5m. Built-in break prevents the wire 
from retracting too quickly. Art no 13-600-1019. 

Digitech Tape
Size: 150 x 110 mm

Weight: 230 g

Color: Black

Temperature: Min -15° Max  45° C / Min 5 Max 113 F

Housing: Poly-carbonate plastic

Max.Length 7,5 m /7 yds

Signal: Built-in loudspeaker

Wire: Reinforced steel wire

Output: ASCII format, 19.200BPS

Accuracy: +/- 5mm at max.length

Battery: External supply, 3.5V

Electronic results for better accuracy•	
Minimizes error sources•	
Enables flexible log scaling•	
Signal indicates where on the log to •	
control measure
Durable, resistant, thin and light weight •	
Steel wire extending to 7,5 meters/7 yds•	
Tested and approved by independent •	
user groups
Perfect for log optimization•	

Digitech®Pro Solutions

Measure diameters and upper stem diameter from a 
distance with your computer caliper! With a Digitech 
Professional or DP II caliper equipped with Gator Eyes 
and adapted software diameter, angle and height on 

a distant object can be measured. 
Use the caliper jaws to aim and 
measure and register the diameter. 
With the clinometer function you 
can select to measure a diameter 
at a specific height, and follow 
individual tree growth. The precision 
of the clinometer function is user 
dependant and around 0.2degrees. 
with a height precision of approx. 
0.1m and a resolution of 0.1 
degrees. 

Use the Gator Eyes when you wish to know •	
diameters of trees from a distance, upper stem 
diameter and branch size without having 
to climb, carry long sticks or heavy 
ladders in the field. 
Gator Eyes is great when there are •	
obstacles to reach a tree, such as water 
streams or wind throws. 
Gator Eyes increase the speed of your •	
measuring 
Combine the Gator Eyes with software •	
run clinometer function to measure and 
register heights with your computer 
caliper
For details and technical information on •	
Gator Eyes, please see page 16.

Gator Eyes & Gator Eyes 
Clinometer Function


